
November 3, 2006 

 

 

To: Preston Jones 

Fr: Bill Staib 

Re: Worship Overflow Resolution 

 

Dear Preston, 

 

Over the past several months the Immediate Needs Task Force has been charged with the 

responsibility of  formulating and initiating changes to Longs Chapel’s campus that will 

resolve, as much as possible, the overcrowding conditions that currently plague our three 

worship services. The temporary resolution of the parking dilemma is now a matter of 

fact and the INTF wishes to take this opportunity to thank both you and the Church 

Council for your support and speedy implementation of that project. Our first real test of 

the efficiency of that resolution came last Sunday during the Fall Festival. Last year our 

parking situation during that event was confusing and uncomfortable for the attendees. 

This year, thanks primarily to the additional parking area, the parking experience for the 

attendees and the parking lot attendants was pleasurable and flowed without difficulty for 

the three hours of the festival. We anticipate a continuance of this positive situation 

relative to parking as we enter the holiday season and especially at Christmas. 

 

The team’s second issue was to attempt to deal with the overcrowding of the Sanctuary 

and Narthex before, during and after the three worship services. After much discussion 

and investigation we agreed on the construction of a temporary structure as the most 

appropriate method to resolve the overcrowding situation. As you know, although this 

was the correct solution, the cost factor involved encouraged us to reach the 

understanding that to implement this resolution without first knowing how this structure 

fits into the long term development of the Longs Chapel campus at large would be an 

error. Therefore, this resolution has become part of the directive of the new Vision Team 

just approved. Having said that, it is still a fact that the INTF needed to deal with the 

current overcrowding situation which will be exacerbated exponentially over the next 

year or so while we are working on the final resolution of this problem as a component of 

the soon to be developed long term plan. 

 

The INTF therefore recommended that the current Student Life Center be updated to 

create a more worship oriented environment. In addition to the esthetic renovations it is 

necessary to modify and update the audio/visual system currently in the SLC to bring it 

up to a standard that will allow for a simucasted service from the Sanctuary. The worship 

experience that needs to be present in the updated SLC should be exactly the same as 

would be experienced in the Sanctuary so that the congregation will not feel that they 

have missed anything by utilizing the updated SLC. In fact, because the users of this 

facility will be able to take their coffee into the worship area it may turn out, for some, to 

be an even better experience!  

 



There are two other factors present that add even more credibility to the updating of the 

current SLC. First, with the addition to our staff of a Youth Director we once more have 

an active youth movement within our church. In discussions with that individual it has 

been ascertained that his group will be utilizing the SLC facility twice on Sunday and 

once on Wednesday. In both cases he will be utilizing the audio/visual systems available 

and what is currently in place is at best, a patchwork system which is mediocre in its 

presentation and inconsistent in its performance. Second, it appears that the newly 

developed Celebrate Recovery ministry will also be utilizing the SLC facility once a 

week and will, unfortunately have to deal with the same audio/visual issues. In both of 

these cases the proposed esthetic renovations to the SLC would add to the appreciation of 

the facility by the users. As perhaps an additional factor in support of this renovation we 

should consider the use of this facility for smaller weddings and funerals. Where the 

closeness of the room itself in area combined with the ambiance created by the 

renovations would be desirable for these smaller functions. 

 

With respect to the costs associated with the proposed renovations there are several 

considerations that when capitalized over time will make the current investment required 

a more acceptable feature. These considerations are: 

1. The use factor of the facility (at least five times a week inclusive of the overflow 

of the 9:40 service and the uses mentioned above) 

2. All of the components, with the exception of some cable, necessary to update the 

audio/visual system in the SLC to Sanctuary standards are portable in the sense 

that they will be moved to the new building when constructed. 

3. We do not need to purchase chairs for the updated SLC we currently have enough 

matching chairs suitable in comfort and condition to satisfy our needs in the 

renovation. 

4. All of the esthetic improvements that are to be done on the SLC (i.e. Curtains on 

the windows, painting, etc.) will be done with volunteer labor and at nominal 

expense. 

 

In conclusion it is the recommendation of the Immediate Needs Task Force that we 

purchase as soon as possible the components as listed on the enclosed estimate sheet and 

that we precede immediately with the renovations on the SLC. It is hoped that we can 

complete this project by Christmas so that it will be available for the overflow of 

worshipers that is a historical consequence of services held at that time of year. To 

accomplish that objective we need the approval of the Church Council with the 

associated funding as soon as practical. 

 

Please feel free to call upon me at any time for clarification of any of the forgoing issues. 

 

Thanking you in advance for your support and assistance in this vital issue. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Bill Staib, Chairman of the Immediate Needs Task Force 


